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General Offices: 1945 Parnell Road, Jackson, Michigan 49201 • (517) 788-1217 

March 14, 1985 

James G Keppler, Administrator . 
Region III 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
799 Roosevelt Road 
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137 

Russell B. DeWitt 
Vice President 
Nuclear Operations 

DOCKET 50-255 - LICENSE DPR-20 - PALISADES PLANT - RESPONSE TO NRC SALP 5 · 
REPORT 

Your letter dated February 12, 1985 provided the NRC's Systematic Assessment 
of Lice.nsee Performance (SALP) 5 report for Palisades Plant for the period 

. from July_ 1, 1983 through October 31, 1984J and requ~sted a written response 
to certain concerns.raised by the SALP report. This letter provides Consumers 
Power Company's response to the NRC's concerns in each of the following 
functional areas: Plant Operations, Radiological Controls, Maintenance, 
Surveillance, Emergency 'Preparedness and Quality Programs and Administrative 
Controls. A response in the Security ~rea is not included based on a 
discussion with a member of your staff in which we were t_old that the request 
for a response in this area was in error. Our ·response to the request in the 
cover letter regarding loss of "institutional knowledge" is also.provided. 

Regarding the NRC's concern with possible loss of "institutional knowledge" at 
Palisades, we acknowledge that some loss of personnel has occurred, but do not 
believe that this loss represents a significant degradation in available 
knowledge. A careful look at the turnover indicates that most of this lo~s 
was represented by new, less experienced personnel, as opposed to the core of 
experienced managers and professionals who are responsible for operating and 
supporting the plant. Most importantly, the majority of our first and second 
line supervisors (who hold a wealth of "institutional knowledge") remain with 
th_e plant. Since it is one of our priorities to involve all levels of the 
organization in.the resolution of problems that arise, these experienced 
supervisors will be able to help us avoid revisiting previous problems. 

A number of new managers and professionals have been assigned to Palisades as 
a result of our reorganization. Although some recent historical knowledge may 
have been lost in a few specific areas, plant management's knowledge overall 
has actually improved, especially where managers with considerable prior 
experience at Palisades have been added to or replaced others. We believe 
that the depth of knowledge and technical abilities of the staff now at the 
site has increased with the integration of engine~ring projects, health 
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physics, chemistry, reactor engineering and outage planning personnel from our 
General Office and Midland Plant organizations into the Palisades Plant 
organization. It is also important to note that two of the three major 
department heads remaining in our General Office have had Palisades Plant 
experience (one held an SRO on Palisades); and, that the Nuclear Safety Board 
is staffed with - a former Palisades Plant Superintendent, a former Operations 
(and Technical) Superintendent, two Engineers who worked at Palisades during 
startup and a Health Physicist who was also directly involved with initial 
plant startup. 

While we have experienced a loss of engineering and technical expertise in 
areas not directly related to daily plant operations, we intend to meet our 
short-term needs in these areas through increased use of nuclear services 
consultants. We also have begun a hiring program to replace the engineering 
and technical expertise that has been lost in order to meet our long-term 
needs. 

Overall, we consider that the level of nuclear experience and Palisades 
specific knowledge within Consumers Power Company is more than adequate. 

Our responses to the NRC concerns in specific functional areas are provided in 
the following: 

Quality Programs and Administrative Controls 

The concern raised by the SALP report in this area relates to the effective
ness of our overall management control systems in achieving excellence in 
regulatory performance given the apparent decline in performance as observed 
by the NRC in the areas of operations, radiological controls, maintenance, 
surveillance and emergency preparedness. We share the concern in this area 
and have initiated several programs in an effort to assure adequate management 
attention and control. Some of these programs and other factors which will 
address this concern are: 

1. A comprehensive plant plan is nearing completion. This plan will 
integrate the outstanding plant workload and provide scheduled use of 
resources to assure appropriate goals are met. ·This plan will be utilized 
by the entire Nuclear Operations Department. 

2. The Management by Objectives (MBO) Program has been given increased 
emphasis to assure department goals are realistic and will be pursued. 
Periodic updates will be provided to the Vice President of Nuclear 
Operations and the Executive Vice President of Energy Supply. 

3. A trend program is being initiated to provide plant and corporate 
management with insight on the progress of various efforts to improve 
plant performance in both safety related and non-safety related areas. 

4. A communication plan has been developed to assure that all levels of plant 
personnel are well informed of important issues. 

5. The maintenance work order system is undergoing a complete study to 
streamline the process. This together with an aggressive effort to reduce 
the outstanding maintenance backlog will improve plant equipment 
conditions and help gain better management control in all areas. 
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6. Many of the concerns identified in the SALP report were also identified in 
the recent INPO evaluation. We have committed to an aggressive program to 
resolve these deficiencies and progress will be reviewed with upper 
management at least monthly. Additionally, we have requested further 
visits by INPO to help measure progress. 

7. We have contracted with Westinghouse Electric Corporation to provide 
management overview and assistance in the health physics area. 

Operations 

The SALP rating in the Operations area declined to category 2 from category 1 
during the last rating period. The following positive actions were taken 
during the rating period and will provide a basis for steady improvement in 
performance in this area: 

1. A six-shift rotation schedule was implemented to provide improved 
requalification training. 

2. An additional week of simulator training has been scheduled for 
licensed operators (two weeks per year vs one week). 

3. Hot license training has been improved as exemplified by the 
performance of our last class. The class was labeled as "one of the 
best examined" by one NRC examiner. 

Other positive actions have occurred or are planned. These are the result of 
ongoing management review, recent NRC Resident Inspector monthly audits, 
and/or the 1984 INPO evaluation results: 

4. The number of day shift operations personnel available to review 
operations activities has increased since completion of the last hot 
license class~ Positions have been modified to allow experienced 
senior licensed personnel to dedicate time to on-the-job training of 
auxiliary operators to improve watch-standing practices. 

5. New shift turnover practices are presently being implemented in order 
to strengthen the current process and assure continued good 
performance in this area. 

And finally, with the large number of newly licensed operators that were added 
to the staff in 1984 and 1985, future Palisades Plant operations should be in 
an even stronger position as more experience is gained by these operators. 

Radiological Controls 

The health physics functions at the Palisades Plant have recently been re
organized. This reorganization separated the chemistry responsibilities from 
the health physics responsibilities and combined the corporate health physics 
staff with .the on site management team. This reorganization is expected to 
strengthen considerably the management attention to health physics matters. 
As a part of this reorganization, the site health physics procedures are being 
thoroughly reviewed and will be revised where necessary to provide better 
clarity. Following the procedure revisions, personnel affected by these 
procedures will be retrained in their responsibilities. 
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One aspect of the procedure improvement effort will involve shifting more 
responsibility for radiological safety to the individual radiation worker 
(where it properly belongs) thereby resulting in a more effective 
implementation of radiation protection practices. Historically, Palisades 
Plant has responded to radiological controls problems by placing increased 
responsibility for the solution to the problems with the health physics 
personnel. This has had the affect of diluting the individual's respon
sibility for following good radiation protection practices. 

Maintenance/Modifications 

The SALP rating in the Maintenance/Modifications area was a category 2~-the 
same as the last period. However, concerns were identified with the size of 
the maintenance backlog and the condition of plant equipment. In the latter 
part of 1984, we initiated significant actions to correct these concerns such 
as: 

1. The Maintenance and Engineering Departments were combined in order to 
implement the "System Engineer" concept, closely align it with maintenance 
activities and provide more engineering support for solving maintenance 
problems. 

2. A walk down of plant systems in order to identify equipment deficiencies 
and provide a current baseline is underway. 

3. A concentrated effort has begun to work off the present backlog of 
maintenance items. 

4. An indepth study and overhaul of the maintenance order system to 
streamline the process is being actively pursued. 

These actions will result in improved plant material conditions, a manageable 
maintenance order backlog and an improved maintenance system which should help 
preclude recurrence of the concerns noted in the SALP report. 

Surveillance and Inservice Testing 

The SALP rating in the area of Surveillance and Inservice Testing declined 
from a rating of 1 during the last period to a rating of 2 for this SALP 
period. We are concerned about this decrease and certain aspects of our 
surveillance program will receive increased management attention. 

Several of the LER's cited were related to test scheduling problems. To 
resolve this problem, we will be implementing a computer-based scheduling 
system. The surveillance test schedule is being reviewed as part of the 
plant's daily schedule to provide the necessary management visibility for 
upcoming tests. 

We are continuing our procedure review program in an effort to clarify and 
standardize the tests for accuracy and ease of use. 

These actions, along with our continuing emphasis on strong managerial 
controls and responsiveness to technical issues, should ensure that our 
surveillance program continues to make a strong positive contribution to 
safety-related equipment availability. 
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Emergency Preparedness 

Three of the four items of noncompliance noted in the SALP report involved a 
failure to classify the emergency and notify the NRC promptly. As a result, 
several immediate changes were made at Palisades to achieve improved 
performance. First, Site Emergency Director responsibilities during the early 
stages of an event were reassigned to the Shift Engineer in August 1984 in 
order to equalize assignment of emergency responsibilities between the shift 
supervisor and shift engineer. This action has resulted in increased shift 
management attention to classification and notification duties. Second, both 
the shift engineers and shift supervisors have been directed to use initial 
primary coolant system leak rate data for determining need to implement the 
site emergency plan, rather than waiting for confirmatory leak rate data. 
This action will prevent recurrence of several similar non-compliances which 
were identified in the SALP report. Plant procedures have also been changed 
to reflect this requirement. In addition, increased management attention is 
being paid to this area by the Plant Operations Manager and Operations 
Superintendent. 

Regarding the.failure to conduct required training on the site emergency plan, 
training for shift engineers and shift supervisors will be provided annually 
as part of the annual requalification training. This will include training 
regarding the classification of emergencies and emergency notifications. In 
addition, practical experience on the Palisades simulator in recognizing and 
classifying events, making notifications, performing dose assessments and 
making protective action recommendations will be included as part of the 
annual simulator training. This will provide added assurance that future 
emergencies will be properly classified and the appropriate notifications made 
in a timely manner. 

We appreciate the feedback received from the NRC SALP and, as outlined in our 
response, intend to use this information to help us continue to improve the 
operation at Palisades. 

~~·. 
Russell B DeWitt, Vice ~ident 
Nuclear Operations 

CC Director, Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
Director, Inspection and Enforcement 
NRC Resident Inspector-Palisades 
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